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SuiteBilling

Subscriptions are used to track sales and transaction histories for recurring items. Before you enable SuiteBilling, you need to complete two actions:

1. Set the accounting preference to consolidate projects on sales orders. To set this preference, go to Setup > Accounting > Accounting Preferences. Click the Items/Transactions subtab, and check the Consolidate Projects on Sales Transactions box, and then click Save.
2. Disable the Employee Commissions feature. Go to Setup > Company > Enable Features. Click the Employees subtab, scroll down to the Commissions section, and clear the Employee Commissions box, and then click Save.

SuiteBilling Overview

SuiteBilling:
- gives you the ability to create subscriptions, subscription plans, price plans, and price books
- provides usage and rating, including tier minimums and maximums, included usage, and included usage multiplier
- gives you the option to renew an existing subscription using the new subscription option
- provides access to billing accounts, charge records, and billing operations
- includes Revenue Recognition for SuiteBilling (ARM) integration

When you enable SuiteBilling, you must enable several features that support SuiteBilling. There is no option to enable a SuiteBilling feature.

To enable SuiteBilling:

1. Go to Setup > Company > Enable Features.
2. Select the Transactions subtab.
3. Scroll down to the Billing section, then enable:
   - Bill Costs to Customers
   - Advanced Billing
   - Charge-Based Billing
   - Billing Accounts
   - Subscription Billing
   - Advanced Subscription Billing

Optionally, you can enable:
- Add-On Items
- SuiteBilling's Time-Based Pricing feature and the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp

SuiteBilling Related Records

Several records are used to create subscriptions. Following is a list of the subscription billing related records:
Renaming SuiteBilling Related Records

You can rename some SuiteBilling related records to better suit your specific business needs. When you rename a record, that name is propagated across the user interface. For example, if you rename the subscription record as the contract record, Transactions > Subscriptions changes to Transactions > Contracts. The record rename is also updated in search links, search criteria, and search results, excluding the Help Center search results. The record rename is also updated in associated reports, KPIs, error messages and alert messages.

Note: If you rename a record, most related places in the user interface are also updated. A specific example where renaming does not occur is on the Enable Features page. If you rename the subscription record to contract, the feature name remains SuiteBilling and does not change. The same is true with any information or error message associated with the Enable Features page.

You can rename the following SuiteBilling records:

- Subscription
- Subscription Change Order
- Subscription Plan

If you rename the subscription record, the subscription line record and the subscription term record are also renamed. For example, if you rename the subscription record as contract, the subscription line record changes to contract line and the subscription term record changes to contract term. If you rename either the subscription change order record or the subscription plan record, it does not impact the name of any additional records.

For specific details and more information on renaming records in NetSuite, see the help topic Renaming Records and Transactions.

To change the name of a SuiteBilling record:

1. Go to Setup > Company > Rename Records/Transactions (Administrator).
   On the Rename Records/Transactions page, the default names for records are automatically filled.
2. In the fields at the top half of the page, edit the names of the subscription billing records to better suit your company.
   For example, in the Name for Subscription field, you can change Subscription to Contract.
3. When you have finished renaming records, click Save.
4. If different languages are used in your account, go to Home > Set Preferences. Scroll down to the Localization section. From the Search Sorting list, select your Language preference. Repeat steps 1–4.

5. Continue this process for each language used in your account, until you have completed renaming in each language.

SuiteBilling Setup

The process for setting-up subscription billing can be divided into three main areas: setting up the subscription plan, setting up the price plan and price book, and effective dating on subscription plan lines. Thoughtfully setting up these areas is important to successfully using subscription billing.

SuiteBilling also integrates with Advanced Revenue Recognition. For more information, refer to the Revenue Recognition for SuiteBilling help topic.

Setting Up the Subscription Plan and Price Plan

A subscription plan is a group of items, such as recurring services, usage, and one-time charges that can be used for a subscription.

After enabling SuiteBilling, you can create a subscription plan by going to Lists > Subscriptions > Subscription Plans > New (Administrator).

Subscription plans are an available option for saved searches, and they can be located via Global Search using the subscription plan name.

For example purposes, consider a vending machine subscription service plan with the following lines and charges:

- One time registration fee of $100
- Restocking service fee for $25 per month
- Refrigerator fee of $25 per month for 1 refrigerator
- Required soda usage at 0.60 cents per soda
- Required bottled water usage at 0.60 cents per bottled water
- Required juices usage at 0.70 cents per juice

Before you can add items to the subscription plan, item records must be created at Lists > Accounting > Items > New. Subscription plan items must be either non-inventory items or service items.

Important: When adding an item for SuiteBilling, on the Preferences subtab, the Can Be Fulfilled/Received box must be unchecked. By default, this box is checked for non-inventory items.

Creating Items for Subscription Plans

A subscription plan is a group of items, for example recurring services, usage, and one time charges that can be added to a subscription. Before you can add items to a subscription plan, items must be added to NetSuite. Subscription plan items must be either non-inventory items or service items. If you create other item types, they do not display in the list of available items.
Important: When adding SuiteBilling items, on the Preferences subtab, the Can Be Fulfilled/Received box must be cleared. By default, this box is checked for non-inventory items.

To create an item for a subscription plan:

1. Go to Lists > Accounting > Items > New.
2. Complete one of the following steps:
   - To add a non-inventory item, click Non-inventory Item > For Sale.
   - To add a service item, click Service Item > For Sale.
3. Enter a value in the Item Name/Number field.
4. Complete any additional non-required fields.
5. Click the Accounting subtab.
6. Select a tax schedule from the list, or click the Open arrow to create a new tax schedule.
7. Click the Preferences subtab.
8. Clear the Can Be Fulfilled/Received box.

Note: For non-inventory items, this box is checked by default and you must clear it. For service items, this box is cleared by default.

9. Click Save.
10. Repeat steps 1–9 for each item record in the subscription plan.

For more information on the item record or creating items, see the help topic Using Item Records.

Creating a Subscription Plan

Before you create a subscription, you need to create a subscription plan.

To create a subscription plan:

1. Go to Lists > Subscriptions > Subscription Plans > New.
2. Enter a Subscription Plan Name.
3. Select an Initial Term from the list.

Note: An Evergreen term never stops until the lines are terminated.

4. On the Lines subtab, complete, at a minimum, the following steps:
   a. Select an item from the drop-down list. If the item you want to add is not in the list, create it as described in Creating Items for Subscription Plans.
   b. For the Type, select One Time, Recurring, or Usage.

   Note: One time and recurring amount charges are billed in advance or in arrears, which you specify in Billing Mode. Usage charges are always billed in arrears.
   c. Review that all other required fields, which have a red asterisk *, have the appropriate option selected. If not, change the options.

5. Click Add.
6. Click Save.
7. Repeat steps 1–6 for each item in the subscription plan.
Creating a Price Plan

When you add an item or line to a subscription plan, the item must have an associated price plan. The rating process determines the price for the service or non-inventory item. When you add an item, click the Price Books subtab. Click New Price Book or select an existing price book. On the price book record, select an existing price plan or select the plus sign to create a new price plan for the item.

When creating a price plan, the quantity for each line must be greater than zero (0). In addition, setting quantity to zero (0) or a negative number on the Modify Pricing Change Order is not permitted.

To create a price plan:

1. Select the Price Books subtab.
2. Click New Price book or select an existing price book.
   For more information on price books, see Price Books.
3. On the price book record, enter a name.
4. For the first line item:
   a. Click the pencil icon.
   b. In the Type field, select either Tiered or Volume.
   c. Select a Pricing Option, either Fixed Amount or Rate.
   d. Enter a Value.
   e. Click Save to submit, or click Add to add another pricing option for this line.
5. Repeat the previous step for each subsequent line in the price book.

Price Plans and Usage

You can create a usage-based subscription plan line to account for included usage. For example, if you sell mobile phones and mobile phone plans, you may have a line for any minutes included in your customer’s plan. For example, if your customer has 100 included minutes, enter 100 in the included usage field. The number entered in the included usage field should not be a currency amount. For example, you should not enter $100. Also, the usage cannot be a negative number.

To create a usage line, go to Transactions > Subscriptions > Create Usage.

You can also multiply included usage. If you sell a mobile family plan that includes 100 minutes for each phone, you need to multiply usage by the number of phones in the plan. Use the Included Usage Multiplier list on the recurring subscription plan line or subscription line to select the line with the quantity by which you want to multiply usage.

For more information on usage, see Working with Usage.

Price Plan Minimum Amounts and Maximum Amounts

When you create a price plan, you can set minimum and maximum amount limits for volume pricing tiers. Consider the following volume pricing example:

- 0–100 recurring licenses purchased are $3.00 each; 101–200 recurring licenses purchased are $2.00 each; 201+ recurring licenses purchased are $1.00 each. You can enter a minimum amount of $150,
effectively forcing customers to purchase at least 50 recurring licenses, even if the line only has a quantity of 1.

- You may also have a deal where once a certain price is reached, the cost for your customers does not increase. Considering the previous example, you may want to enter a maximum charge of $500.00.

You can have a maximum price for volume tier, but in most cases, a maximum price is only needed for the tier with the highest number range. You cannot enter a minimum price for the first usage tier.

If a mid-period change order changes the price plan, minimum and maximum amounts are prorated. For example, billing period 1 becomes 1A and 1B because a change order is submitted mid-period. The 1A billing period uses the minimum for 1A and is prorated. The charge for period 1B uses the minimum for 1B and is prorated.

After you have added all of the items with their associated price plans, save your subscription plan.

In the image above, each item has an associated price plan with multiple price plan types: one-time, recurring, and usage. The one time and recurring charges are billed in advance while usage charges are billed in arrears.

When creating the price plan, you have two pricing options: volume and tier. All items in the subscription plan screenshot use volume pricing. Volume pricing is based on the aggregate quantity being sold, in this example, use five units at $10 each. Tiered pricing is based on the incremental quantity sold. For example, $10 for the first 10 sold, after the first $10 are sold, each additional unit is $5 up to the first five units. After the first 10 and next five units are sold, each additional unit is $3.

With volume pricing, you can set a minimum price for each rate by going to the Price Plan tab. For example, between 0 and 10 you may have a value of $500. An order of 10 would equal $5,000. If you have a value of $400 for volume between 11 and 20, without a minimum amount, your customer could order 11 for a price of $4,400. In this case, you might want to enter a minimum amount of $5,400.

**Time-Based Pricing**

Time-Based Pricing, also referred to as interval pricing, supports pricing models that include planned pricing changes over time. Examples include free trials, ramp pricing, and introductory pricing. Intervals can be created at the line level and across all lines. Time-Based pricing lets you tie intervals of time at the subscription plan and subscription level.

**To enable Time-Based Pricing:**

1. Go to Setup > Company > Enable Features.
2. Click the Transactions subtab.
3. Scroll down to the Billing section, check the Time-Based Pricing box, and then click Save.

To create multiple intervals for an item, you must first create a price plan for the item. After creating an interval, you can copy it using the copy icon located on the subscription plan and draft subscription. This saves the time of having to complete all the fields required for a new price interval. For example, you might want to copy a price interval if you have tiered pricing and do not want to recreate the tiers for each new interval.

You can also add an interval to all lines rather than creating intervals for multiple individual lines. The plan, discount, or quantity can vary across pricing intervals. You can also delete intervals using the trash icon.

Pricing intervals that are located next to each other must be different. If you have two identical adjacent intervals, NetSuite combines them into one interval. Price intervals are editable at any time on subscription plans and up to the time the line is activated on a subscription. After a subscription line is activated, you cannot create a new interval or delete an existing interval for that subscription. Any changes must be made using change orders.

When you enable Time-Based Pricing, two new columns appear on the Price Book: Interval and Start On. As you can see in the screenshot below, both columns are required. The Interval column displays the unit of time used for the interval, for example, Day, Week, Month, Year. The Start On column numerically displays when the interval will begin. For example, if Interval is Month, and Start On is 1 (one) the interval will run from month 1 until the end of the term. If a subscription is then created from this plan, the relative dates are converted to real dates based on the subscription Start Date. Continuing with the previous example, if the start date on the subscription is set to January 1 and Start On is set to 1, then the interval will start on January 1.

To create an interval that starts after the subscription start date, use the Make Copy action to copy the line, where you can then make changes, including the Start On value.

To create subscription plans and a subscription using time-based pricing:

1. Go to Lists > Subscriptions > Subscription Plans > New.
2. On the subscription plan record, complete, at minimum, the following required fields:
   - Subscription Plan Name
   - Initial Term
3. On the Lines subtab, complete, at minimum, the following required fields:
   - Item
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- **Type**
- **Billing Mode**
- **Include in Renewal Subscription**

4. Click **Save**.
5. Select the **Price Books** subtab.
6. Click **New Price Book** or select an existing price book from the list.
7. Enter a **Name** for the price book.
8. Click the pencil icon to create price plans for each item.

**Note:** You can also click the Pencil icon to edit an existing price plan.

9. Save the price plan to return to the Price Book page.
10. Choose a **Charge Frequency** from the list.
11. Unless the line is a One-Time line, choose how often you want the charge to occur from the **Repeat Every** field.
12. Click **Save** to save the price book.
13. Go to Transactions > Subscriptions > Create Subscriptions.
14. Complete, at minimum, the following required fields:
   - **Customer**
   - **Billing Account**
   - **Subscription Plan**
   - **Initial Term**
   - **Price Book**
   - **Start Date**

**Note:** For each field, select an option from the list, or use the plus sign to create a new entry.

15. Click **Save**.

Interval lines must be unique, and one-time lines cannot have more than one price interval. On the Pricing subtab of the subscription, note the interval Status column. This column indicates the status of the interval, not the status of the line.

Throughout the subscription building process, you can use the Actions menu to copy price books, subscription plans, and other subscription-related items. For example, you might want to copy a price book when nothing changes except the currency or charges for items from different subsidiaries.

### Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp

The information in this section is for the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp, which is different from the Time-Based Pricing feature. The Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp is a NetSuite platform SuiteApp which provides an enhanced user interface. It is designed for the creation and maintenance of complex subscription plans that require predefined pricing changes over time. This SuiteApp is provided free of charge to customers who have enabled the Time-Based Pricing feature. The SuiteApp is a managed bundle and provides capabilities that include:

- Creating and editing price books
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Installing the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp

Before installing the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp you must have SuiteBilling enabled and the Time-Based Pricing feature enabled:

- Enable SuiteBilling by going to Setup > Company > Enable Features > Transactions > Billing.
- Enable Time-Based Pricing by going to Setup > Company > Enable Features > Transactions > Billing > Time-Based Pricing.

For more information on SuiteBilling as well as prerequisites for enabling SuiteBilling, see SuiteBilling.

For more information on the Time-Based Pricing feature, see Time-Based Pricing.

For more information on installing a SuiteApp or bundle, see the help topic Installing a Bundle.

You are permitted to create subscription plans and subscriptions using the Time-Based Pricing feature before you install the SuiteApp. All of your subscription plans and price books automatically display in the SuiteApp after you install it.

If you decide to uninstall the SuiteApp, any subscription plans created in the SuiteApp remain accessible and usable with the Time-Based Pricing feature. For more information, see the help topic Uninstalling a Bundle.

After enabling the Time-Based Pricing feature, you have two options for installing the SuiteApp. You can install from the Enable Features page or you can install from the Search and Install Bundles page.

To install from the Enable Features page:

1. Go to Setup > Company > Enable Features.
2. Select the Transactions subtab, and scroll down to the Billing section.
3. Under Related SuiteApps, click the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp link.

To install from the Search and Install Bundles page:

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles Custom.
2. In the Keywords field, enter Time-Based Pricing.
3. Note: You can also search by entering the bundle ID. The Time-Based Pricing bundle ID is 225246.
4. Under the Name column, select Time-Based Pricing.
5. Click Install.

Subscription Plans with the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp

Creating subscription plans with the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp is the same as creating them using the Time-Based Pricing feature. You can create new subscription plans by going to Lists > Subscriptions > Subscription Plans > New.

For more information about subscription plans, see Setting Up the Subscription Plan and Price Plan.
For more information on creating subscription plans with the Time-Based Pricing Feature, see *Time-Based Pricing*.

**Price Books and Price Plans Using the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp**

After you create the subscription plan items, you can create price books using the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp. On the Price Books subtab, click the New Price Book button to create a new price book.

In the preceding image, each of the items from the subscription plan appears. Notice that line types are color-coded:

- One-time lines appear with a left-justified blue line.
- Recurring lines appear with a left-justified green line.
- Usage lines appear with a left-justified orange line.

Each section represents an item from the subscription plan. Each section contains a box you can open to set the details of the price plan. To open the box, click the pencil icon.
This is where you set the details of the price plan, including start, pricing details, and rating information. The preceding image is for a one-time charge, which can only have one interval. As a result, the Charge Frequency field and the Repeat Every field are both grayed-out. When you are ready to save the price plan, click the check mark located in the top right corner.

**Note:** The first time you save a price plan on a new price book, a warning message appears indicating that the currency selected cannot be changed. You must verify the currency. A price book can only have one currency.

After creating the price plan for a recurring or usage item, a Copy icon displays next to the Check or Save icon. Click the copy icon to create a new pricing interval that is a copy of the existing price plan. You can then edit the copied pricing interval to change the pricing or discount as needed.

As you create interval pricing intervals, they appear linked, in order, across the line. Up to six intervals appear on one page. After creating more than six intervals, use the arrow to move to the next page.

As indicated in the preceding image, intervals appear in chronological order. If you have a second pricing interval starting partway into the subscription, that pricing interval appears aligned with others starting in the same period. This is seen when viewing the subscription plan in the expanded view.

The boxes change in size to align pricing intervals according to duration. For example, if one subscription line has three intervals beginning on week 1, week 2, and week and an adjacent line has the first interval as month 1, the month 1 box expands to indicate that the three intervals on the adjacent line are contained within the same time period.

When viewing subscription plans in the collapsed view, the pricing intervals are not aligned by period across lines. Instead, they are side-by-side, providing a more condensed view.

In the following image, the pricing interval that starts at week 50 appears after the pricing interval that starts at week 30 for the preceding item. This arrangement applies even though the pricing interval that starts on week 50 is the second price plan for the Labor 3 item.
To delete a price plan that is no longer needed, click the trash icon. The trash icon is located between the edit and copy icons in the top right corner of the pricing interval box. You cannot delete the first interval for any item, but you can edit it. After entering information for all of the intervals, enter a name for the price book, and then click **Save**.

Located in the top right corner of the price book are five buttons you can use to control how information is viewed.

From left to right, the icons are:

- Click the Filter icon and check the boxes to filter on the plan item attributes you want to view.
- Click the Quick View icon to display a graphical price book summary. All pricing intervals appear along with their interval duration.
- Click the Scroll Together icon to force all lines to scroll together. If you have more than six intervals for an item, you scroll to the second page to see additional intervals. With this icon selected, all lines scroll to the second page, even if there are no price plans to show on the second page.
- Click the Compact View icon to collapse the pricing interval view and only show pricing intervals in chronological order. This is the default view.
- Click the Timeline View icon to show price plans sized according to their duration and location.
To create subscription plans, price plans, and a price book using the Time-Based Pricing SuiteApp:

1. Go to Lists > Subscriptions > Subscription Plans > New.
2. On the subscription plan record, complete, at minimum, the following required fields:
   - Subscription Plan Name
   - Initial Term
3. On the Lines subtab, complete, at minimum, the following required fields:
   - Item
   - Type
   - Billing Mode
   - Include in Renewal Subscription
4. Click Save.
5. Select the Price Books subtab.
6. Click New Price Book or select an existing price book from the list.
7. Enter a Name for the price book.
8. Click the pencil or edit icon of the pricing interval for which you want to enter or edit information.
9. Select a Start Interval from the list and enter the number for when you want the interval to start. For example, Month 1 or Month 6.
   
   **Note:** The first pricing interval for each item always begins with an interval start of 1 and cannot be edited. For example, the first pricing interval is always Week 1, Month 1, or Year 1

10. Select a Pricing Model from the list.

   **Note:** For one-time charges, you can only create one price plan, and the Charge Frequency and Repeat Every fields are uneditable.

11. Enter an Above Quantity and Value. Pricing Option, Min Amount and Max Amount are optional. You can also enter a discount.
12. When you are satisfied with the information in the pricing interval, click the check mark or save icon.

   **Note:** The first time a price plan is saved, a popup dialog appears indicating that after the price plan is saved, the currency cannot be changed. Verify the currency is correct, and then click OK.

13. Click the copy icon to create additional intervals for each item. One-time items cannot be copied.
14. Repeat steps 8–13 until all pricing intervals are created.
15. Click Save to save the price book.

When the price book is saved, the Subscription Plan page appears. You can perform the following actions:

- Click the Price Books subtab to view the new price book along with all of the price book details. It may take a few seconds for all of the information to appear.
- Click the copy icon to create a copy of the price book. For example, a new price book may be needed for a different currency.
- Edit the price book by clicking the pencil icon. You can also click the Quick View icon to display the price book summary in graphical form.
- Click the Price Books subtab, select the price book you want to delete, and then click the trash icon.

**Decimal Precision in SuiteBilling**

Price, Quantity, and Discount fields in SuiteBilling are rounded to eight decimal places. For example, 1.23456789. These fields also display up to eight decimal place. SuiteBilling locations where these fields appear include:

- Modify Pricing change orders
- Renewal change orders
- Subscription change orders (Activate, Suspend, Reactivate, Terminate)
- Subscription Plan Price Book subtab
- Price Book page
- Price Plans
- Subscriptions
- Subscription Pricing subtab

Rounding to eight decimal places is mainly useful for both usage and high volume products. Eight decimal places are carried and used for all subscription rating calculations until the final charge amount is calculated. The charge amount and the amount on the invoice appears in the account's currency preference.

**Packaging and Optional Items**

Optional items allow you to define the subscription plan line containing an item as either optional or required. For example, if you are a mobile phone company, voice service may be required while text and data may be optional.

To make a subscription plan line item required, check the **Required** box on the subscription plan line under the **Lines** subtab. After the line is added, the Required column displays the word “Yes” to indicate that the item is required. You can see how the Lines subtab of the subscription plan record shows this information in the screenshot.

By default, optional items are not included in a subscription. To include an optional item, you must check the **Include** box. Checking the Include box changes the status of the optional line from **Not Included** to **Draft**. When creating a new price book from a subscription, the **Required** box indicates which lines are required. If the **Required** box is not checked, the line is optional. Use the following screenshot as an example.

On the Lines subtab of the subscription record, there are three items:

- Minutes
- Call Display
Voicemail

Minutes and Call Display are included in the subscription, but Voicemail is not. Note that its status is Not Included. To include Voicemail, the user would need to check the Include box, at which point the status would change from Not Included to Draft. A Draft status changes to Active after an activate change order is submitted.

On subscription plan lines, optional items cannot be set as usage multiplier lines. Only lines that have been defined as Required can be used as multipliers. In addition, optional lines that are usage-based are not permitted to have usage multipliers at all, only Required usage lines can have multipliers. For more information on usage and usage multipliers, see Price Plans and Usage. From the Price Books subtab on the subscription plan (see the first screenshot), you can see which items are required and which are optional.

After an item is set as optional or required, it can change until the subscription plan is added to a subscription. After the subscription is created from the subscription plan, an item cannot be changed from required to optional or vice versa.

Subscriptions renew and extend according to the renewal options set on the Renewal subtab of the original subscription for automatic renewals. For manual renewals, access the Renewal Change Order by clicking the Actions menu at the top of the subscription record.

With the extend existing subscription renewal method, all included optional items in an active state continue as active and in the same quantity with the end date extended by the length of the renewal term. When you select the Create New Subscription renewal method with the same subscription plan, the same optional items that were included in the original subscription are selected by default in the draft renewal subscription. The end date is extended by the length of the renewal term. When you create a new subscription with the same subscription plan, the same optional items that were selected in the original subscription are selected by default in the draft renewal subscription.

When you select the Create New Subscription renewal method and use a different subscription plan, optional items default to Not Included on the draft renewal subscription. The optional items are available if you want to include them.

To add an optional or required item to a subscription plan:

1. After entering the Primary Information, make sure the Lines subtab is selected.
2. Use the Item list to select an existing item or click the arrow to add an item.
3. In the Required column, check the box to indicate that the item is required.
4. When all items are added, click Save to save the subscription plan.

End Date Alignment

This feature enables you to specify subscription term boundaries at the subscription level. This results in the alignment of end dates for all subscription lines across the subscription, regardless of when individual lines are activated.

You must specify the subscription-level start date, or it defaults to the current date. The subscription-level start date defines the earliest possible activation date for the subscription lines. It represents the
contracted start date. The start date remains editable until the date that any subscription line becomes active.

**Standard Term** – For subscriptions that have a standard term, the subscription-level end date defines the end date for all of the lines. This results in the alignment of end dates. The end date is calculated as the subscription start date plus the indicated subscription term. One-time subscription lines are the exception, because they are only active for one day.

**Custom Term** – For subscriptions that have a custom term, the subscription-level end date also must be set at the subscription level. The subscription-level end date also defines the end date for all of the lines, resulting in the alignment of end dates. One-time subscription lines are the exception, because they are only active for one day. The subscription-level end date for a custom term remains editable until any subscription line becomes active.

**Evergreen Term** – Subscriptions that have an evergreen term have no subscription-level end date. For these subscriptions, none of the lines has an end date except for one-time lines.

This feature enables you to activate individual subscription lines at any time within the subscription term boundaries. Newly-activated lines always align with the subscription-level end date.

This feature enables you to specify subscription term boundaries, including the start date and end date, at the subscription level. Activating lines prior to the subscription-level start date or after the end date is not permitted.

For example, a customer purchases a subscription with a start date of September 1 with a term of six months. Later, the customer decides to add these items:

- Voicemail: activated on November 13.
- Call Display: activated on December 1.

NetSuite automatically sets the end dates of the newly-activated items to coincide with the subscription end date of March 1st. Thus the end dates of the new lines coincide with all of the previously-activated lines.
Note: NetSuite includes an optional preference that enables the subscription-level start date to be automatically set when creating the first Activation Change Order. To set the preference, go to Setup > Accounting > Invoicing Preferences > Subscription Management. Check the **Set Subscription Start Date to equal Effective Date when creating the first Activation Change Order** box.

When the preference is enabled:

- **Standard Term** - The effective date of the first activation change order is not bound by the existing subscription-level start and end date. The subscription-level start date is updated to equal the effective date of the change order. The end date is updated to equal the start date plus the length of the term. **All subsequent change orders will be bound by the new subscription-level start and end date.**

- **Custom Term** - The effective date of the first activation change order can be prior to the subscription-level start, but not after the end date. The start date is updated to equal the effective date of the change order. The end date remains the date set at the subscription level. **All subsequent change orders will be bound by the start and end dates.**

- **Evergreen Term** - The effective date of the first activation change order is not bound by the existing subscription start date. The start date is updated to equal the effective date of the change order. There is no end date for Evergreen subscriptions. **All subsequent change orders will be bound by the new subscription start date.**

**Price Books**

A price book defines the pricing for a collection of items or services that are sold as part of a subscription plan. A subscription plan can have multiple price books. Multiple price books allow for different pricing options. Some examples include multiple currencies and monthly pricing vs quarterly pricing vs annual pricing. After the subscription plan and its associated lines are saved, you can use the lines to set pricing in price books.

On the price book record you set currency for the price book and the lines associated with the price book, including any discounts and the charge frequency.

After a price book is created, you can make a copy and edit any needed changes by selecting Make Copy from the Actions menu. When a price book is no longer needed, you can delete it by selecting Delete from the Actions menu.
From the Price Books subtab of a saved subscription plan is where you create a price book. In the example above, there is one price book with three lines. The name of the price book is AAA Basic Plan Pricing, and the currency is US dollars.

The three lines, or items, associated with the price book include a one-time line, a recurring line, and a usage line.

**Note:** The recurring amount field calculates only on line items with the recurring type.

To create a price book, click the New Price Book button (Price Books subtab) on the saved subscription plan.

The figure above shows the pricing structure based on quantity, the included quantity multiplier, the charge frequency and recurrence. Note that no discounts are included in this price book. Both percentage and flat rate discounts are supported. To enter a percentage discount, include the percentage sign (%) after the positive number you enter in the Discount field. Notation is not required for flat rate discounts.

**To create a price book:**

1. On the saved subscription plan record, select the Price Books subtab, and then click the New Price Book button.
2. On the price book record, enter a name for the price book in the Name field.
3. Select the appropriate currency from the Currency list.
4. Set pricing for each price book line by clicking the plus button under the Price column.
5. On the Price Plan, select an option from the Pricing Option list. For more information about price plans, see Setting Up the Subscription Plan and Price Plan.
6. Select fixed amount if the price is the same regardless of the quantity. Select rate to enter an amount to be multiplied by quantity.
7. Enter an amount in the Value column. This can be a currency amount for a fixed rate pricing option or a number for a rate pricing option.
8. Click Save on the Price Plan.
9. On the price book record, select an option from the Charge Frequency list.
10. If you want to enter a default discount, enter the discount in the Discount column.
11. If the price book line is a recurring line, select an option from the Charge Frequency column and an option from the Repeat Every column.
12. Repeat steps 4–10 for each price book line until all lines have pricing information.

Billing Accounts

A billing account shows all billing information for a customer or sub-customer. The billing account record includes the billing schedule, default payment terms, bill-to address, and currency.

To enable billing accounts, you must first enable:

- Consolidate Projects on Sales Transactions (Setup > Accounting > Accounting Preferences > Items/Transactions subtab > Sales & Pricing > Consolidate Projects on Sales Transactions).
- Charge Based Billing (Setup > Company > Enable Features > Transactions subtab > Billing > Charge Based Billing).

After enabling both prerequisites, enable billing accounts by going to Setup > Company > Enable Features > Transactions subtab > Billing > Billing Accounts.

Access billing accounts from Lists > Relationships > Billing Accounts or create a new billing account by clicking New on the Billing Account subtab on the customer record.

If you have multiple billing accounts for a customer, the billing account marked as customer default is used when creating transactions, for example a new invoice or new subscription. On the billing account record, you can only change the start date of a billing account if it is not yet tied to a subscription.

On the Billing Account, click the Related Records tab to view a list of related records for the billing account, for example subscription records, charge records, transactions, and billing schedules.

Billing Accounts and Billing Addresses

The Bill-To Select list on the billing account also determines the billing address for invoices with an associated billing account. If no billing address is selected, NetSuite uses the default billing address.
defined on the customer record. This address is used to define the bill-to address on invoices, cash sales, and credit memos that have an associated billing account. If needed, you can change the billing address on the billing account.

Customers with multiple subscriptions on the same billing account receive one single invoice based on the billing schedule defined by the billing account.

**Using Billing Accounts withBilling Schedules**

Billing accounts work with charge-based billing schedules, and charge-based billing schedules support two types of recurrence patterns: fixed bill date and anniversary bill date.

Fixed bill date billing schedules indicate that the recurring invoice is generated on a fixed-date basis, based on the billing schedule recurrence date, frequency, and recurrence interval (Repeat Every). Fixed date billing schedules work best if you want to invoice customers on a specific day every month (or any other frequency).

Anniversary bill date billing schedules indicate that the recurring invoice is generated on an anniversary date basis, based on the billing account start date, frequency, and recurrence interval (Repeat Every). Anniversary bill date billing schedules work best if you want to invoice customers weekly, monthly, or annually. The anniversary bill date billing schedule is typically used when you want to invoice your customer on the day your customer signed up for the service you provide.

If you define a billing schedule with a date that does not exist in every month, for example, not every month has a 31st date, the billing schedule bills on the last day of the month, for example, February 28, April 30, etc.

**Updating the Next Bill Date on Billing Accounts**

After saving a billing account with an associated billing schedule, you can use the Next Bill Cycle Date list to change the date for the next bill cycle. The list shows available dates for which you can advance the billing date. You can advance up to a maximum of ten billing cycles. The next bill date can be moved back, but it is only allowed up to the next bill date after the cycle which created the latest recurring invoice. Examples for why you might want to roll back the next bill date include a prematurely generated bill run for which you need to roll back the next bill date to perform a bill run for the first billing cycle date. To change the next bill cycle date, you must have edit permissions for billing accounts.

**Creating Recurring Invoices with Billing Accounts**

With billing accounts, you can automatically create recurring invoices with a designated repeating frequency. There are multiple ways to create a recurring invoice with a billing account. You can create a next bill recurring invoice directly from the Billing Account page by clicking the Next Bill button. The Next Bill button is also available from the Billing account tab on the customer record. Clicking Next Bill opens the Create Invoice page with Recurring Bill checked, and the invoice date defaults to the next bill date on the billing account.

You can also create a billing account recurring invoice from the following options:

- Invoicing Billable Customers from the Invoice Customers page
- Creating Invoices from the Invoice page

For each customer, NetSuite reviews all billing accounts eligible for a bill run. One recurring invoice is created per billing account per period (if there are any changes), and a statement can be generated to
serve as an invoice and bill for your customers. Recurring invoices are used to bill for charges incurred before the end of a billing cycle. The invoice date is determined by the next bill cycle date on the billing account. When the invoice is created, the Last Bill Cycle Date updates, the Next Bill Cycle Date advances, and the Last Bill Date updates. If the invoice is deleted, the Last Bill Cycle Date reverses, the Next Bill Cycle Date reverses, and the Last Bill Date updates.

Using Billing Accounts with Off-Cycle Invoices

For off-cycle invoices, clear the Recurring Bill box on the Invoice page. Off-cycle invoices are used to bill for charges which require immediate (mid-cycle) billing. The invoice date is determined by the date the invoice is manually entered. When the invoice is created, there is no impact on both the Last Bill Cycle Date and the Next Bill Cycle Date; however, the Last Bill Date updates. If the invoice is deleted, there is no impact to either the Last Bill Cycle Date or the Next Bill Cycle Date; however, the Last Bill Date may update.

Off-Cycle Invoicing With Modify Pricing Change Orders

Modify pricing change orders change the existing price for one or more active subscription lines. This occurs when a quantity or rate is changed for items on the subscription line.

To modify pricing, the subscription must be activated. If a subscription is in the draft state or pending activation state, price modifications do not require a change order.

Off-cycle modify pricing change orders generate credit memos when there are negative charges. Positive charges generate an invoice. The invoice or credit memo generation occurs by processing billing operations. For information on billing operations, see the help topic Billing Operations. For more information on this or other change orders, see SuiteBilling Change Orders.

To run off-cycle billing operations, check the Off-Cycle Only box. If this box is cleared, all outstanding charges run, including those normally billed monthly.

To create an off-cycle modify pricing change order:

1. Open the list of subscriptions by going to Transactions > Create Subscriptions > List.
2. Click the View link associated with the subscription for which you want to modify pricing.
3. Click the name of the billing account associated with the subscription.
4. Confirm that the Use Off-Cycle Invoice for Advance Charges box is checked.
5. If necessary, change the requestor.
6. Return to the subscription record, and click Modify Pricing.
7. Check the Apply box associated with the lines you want to modify.
8. Complete your modifications, and then click Save.

After creating the change order, you need to run billing operations. For information on billing operations, see the help topic Billing Operations.

To run billing operations for an off-cycle modify pricing change order

2. Check the **Bill Run (Off-Cycle Only)** box, and wait for the process operation to complete.
3. When the bill run process completes, click the **Records** subtab to see the newly created records.

After the bill run successfully completes, apply the credit memo by opening the invoice and clicking **Credit**.

**Subscription Management**

Subscriptions can be standalone or created from opportunities, quotes, or sales orders. Subscriptions are created based on:

- Customer
- Billing Account
- Subscription Plan
- Original Start Date
- Subscription Term

When a subscription is created, its original status is draft. In draft status, the subscription has no revenue impact and no charge impacts. When a sales order is approved, the subscription status changes to pending activation. You can also manually change the status of subscription lines.

**Important:** To create a subscription, you must set up the billing account and the subscription plan for the customer.

**Creating a Standalone Subscription**

After you create a subscription plan and price book, you can create a subscription. After creating the subscription, you can either associate it with a sales transaction or activate it.

**To create a subscription:**

1. Go to Transactions > Subscriptions > Create Subscriptions.
2. In the **Customer** field, select a customer from the list, or **-New-** to create a new customer.

   **Note:** Be sure to select an active customer.

   The Billing Account field is filled automatically.
3. In the **Subscription Plan** field, select a subscription plan from the list.
   
   The Start Date field defaults to today's date.
   
   The Lines tab shows the lines defined in the chosen subscription plan.
4. In the **Initial Term** field, select a term from the list, or **-New-** to define a different term.
5. In the **Price Book** field, choose a different Price Book if desired.
6. In the **Start Date** field, enter a start date for the subscription, or choose a date from the calendar icon.
7. If desired, define one or more add-on items. See Adding Items to a Subscription.
8. Click **Save**.
A Confirmation message appears at the top of the page.
You must activate each line in the subscription individually. For more information, see Activating Subscription Lines.

Activating Subscription Lines

After creating a new subscription, or Adding Items to a Subscription, you need to activate each line.

To activate subscription lines:

1. On the Lines tab of the Subscription page, for each subscription line:
   a. Click Edit.
   b. Change the status to Pending Activation.
   c. Click Save.
      When a minimum of one line has been moved to Pending Activation, the Activate button is enabled.
2. Click Activate.
3. On the Subscription Change Order – Activate page, edit the Effective Date if desired, check the Apply box for each line, and then click Save.
   A Confirmation – Subscription Change Order successfully Saved message appears at the top of the page.

Managing Add-On Items

Enable the optional Add-On Items feature if you want to add items to an existing subscription. To enable the Add-On Items feature, see SuiteBilling Overview.

With the Add-On Items feature enabled, you can enter and manage add-on items under a single tab on the subscription record. Add-On Items simplifies the workflow by reducing the number of steps required to create a new subscription or upsell an existing subscription.

Add-on items are optional. You set the price of each add-on item as you create it. There is no predefined pricing. You can add any service or non-inventory item that is defined in the subscription catalog to a subscription. Once saved, an add-on item behaves as any subscription line and can be move to Pending Activation, then activated.

Proration for add-on items is permitted for recurring lines, but not permitted for one-time or usage lines.

Usage-based add-on items are not permitted to have included quantity multipliers. You cannot define recurring add-on items as an included quantity multiplier for any usage lines. For more information about pricing, see Price Books.

You can create multiple add-on items at one time.

Adding Items to a Subscription

You can add additional items to a subscription at any time, even after the start of the subscription. On the Lines subtab of the subscription plan, in the Catalog Type column, these new items are identified as Add-On.
An add-on item in a subscription cannot be deleted. You can, however, move the add-on item to the Not Included state. To do so, clear the box in the Include column. After you add an add-on item to the subscription, that item follows the same workflow as any subscription line.

**Note:** Add-on items are only available when the Add-On Items feature is enabled. To enable Add-On Items, see SuiteBilling Overview.

**To add a new item to a subscription:**

1. Locate the subscription you want to edit, and click the subscription name or **Edit**.

   **Tip:** Look in the Recent Records portlet for recently completed subscriptions or enter the subscription plan name or subscription ID into the Global Search field.

2. On the Subscription record, click **Edit**.

   A blank line, Catalog Type Add-On, appears at the bottom of the page.

3. On the Lines tab, complete the information for the add-on line:
   a. In the Item column, select the item you want to add.
   b. In the Subscription Line Type column, select the appropriate item type.
   c. In the following fields, if the default values do not match your requirements, update the values as desired:
      - Billing Mode
      - Prorate Start Date
      - Prorate End Date
      - Include in Renewal Subscription
      - Revenue Recognition Option (if ARM is enabled)
   d. Click **Add**.

4. On the Pricing tab, add pricing information for the new line:
   a. In the Charge Frequency column, select the appropriate charge frequency: monthly, weekly or annually.
   b. In the Repeat Every column, select the appropriate option.

   **Tip:** For monthly charge frequency, in the Charge Frequency column, select Monthly, and in the Repeat Every column, select 1. For quarterly charge frequency, in the Charge Frequency column, select Monthly, and in the Repeat Every column, select 3.
   c. Click the pencil icon.
   d. In the Pricing Option column, choose Fixed Amount or Rate, as required.
e. In the Value column, enter the price.

f. Complete the optional fields, if desired.
   For example, if your add-on item is usage minutes, you could enter 100 in the Included
   Quantity field to include 100 free minutes in the price.

g. Click Save.
   For more information on pricing, see Setting Up the Subscription Plan and Price Plan.

5. Repeat the previous two steps for each additional item you want to add.

6. When finished adding items, click Save.

Creating a Subscription From an Opportunity, Estimate, or Sales Order

After setting up the billing account and the subscription plan for a customer, you can create a
subscription from an opportunity, quote, or sales order. If you transform the opportunity to a
quote, the subscription is carried over to the quote. If the quote is transformed to a sales order, the
subscription is carried over to the sales order.

To create a subscription from an opportunity, estimate, or sales order:

1. Select the customer for which you want to create a subscription.

2. Complete any required fields based on your transaction type.

3. On the Items subtab, from the Subscription list, select the subscription you want to add, or
   select New to create a new subscription.

4. ■ If you select an existing subscription, click Save.
   ■ If you select New, continue to step 5.

5. Enter a Subscription Name.

6. From the Billing Account field, select the billing account you want to use.

7. From the Subscription Plan field, select the subscription plan you want to use or select New to
   create a new subscription plan.

8. From the Initial Term field, select an initial term for the subscription.
9. Enter an Original Start Date.
10. Click Save.

For information on creating a new Subscription plan, see Setting Up the Subscription Plan and Price Plan.

Activating a Subscription

To activate a subscription, you must create a change order. A change order can be created from the Subscription record, or by going to Transactions > Billing > Subscription Change Orders. You must activate the subscription line by line, and then activate the subscription. For more information on change orders, see SuiteBilling Change Orders.

If you need to suspend a subscription line, it must first be activated. After the line is activated, it can be suspended.

Change orders are date sensitive. The effective date determines how future charges are created.

Subscriptions are an available option for saved searches, and they can be located via Global Search using either the subscription name or subscription ID.

To activate a subscription:

1. From the subscription record, open the Lines subtab. This subtab is open by default.
2. Click the Edit link associated with the lines you want to activate.
3. Change the Status field from Draft to Pending Activation.
4. Click Save.
5. Repeat steps 1–4 until you have changed the status of all lines you want to activate.
6. Click the Activate button at the top of the screen.
7. On the Subscription Change Order — Activate screen, check the Apply box associated with the lines you want to activate. The status of the line must be Pending Activation.
8. Click Save.

Working with Rating

Rating is the process of creating charges based on change order activity. Examples of actions which cause rateable events include:

- activating a line
- reactivating a line
- renewing a line
- suspending a line
- terminating a line
- modifying quantities and rates on a line

When you save an action which causes a rateable event, for example you renew a line, a rating run automatically starts. Charges can also be generated on demand or scheduled with the current billing operations. When rating is initiated, the bill run is from the point of change forward. You can run rating from the Billing Operation page. To create an unscheduled bill run, go to Transactions > Billing > Process Billing Operations. On the Billing Operation page, check the Rating Run box, then click Run. To schedule a rating run, go to Transactions > Billing > Schedule Billing Operations. On the Billing Operation Schedule page, check the Rating Run box.

For an example of how change orders trigger rating runs, consider a subscription line that starts on January 1, 2016 and ends on December 31, 2016.

1. An event occurs which causes the subscription start date to change to February 1, 2016. When the change record is saved, rating occurs, and charges are created reflecting the date change.
2. On May 1, a change order is created to suspend the subscription line. The change order is saved, triggering rating. The rating run creates or modifies charges from May 1 forward. Depending on whether earlier charges have been invoiced, negative charges could occur.

When any change order is saved, a rateable event occurs, which triggers a rating run. Only one change order can occur per day on a subscription line. For example, if you activate a subscription line and then realize that you need to suspend the line, you will have to wait 24 hours to save the suspend change order. The same is true for quantity changes. If you submit a change order that changes the quantity of a line, and you later realize that you need to update the quantity again, you must wait 24 hours before submitting the updated quantity change order.

**Working with Usage**

To create usage, go to Transactions > Subscriptions > Create Usages.
Usage is connected to a subscription line. Examples of usage include money, time, cellular data, internet data, etc.

**Note:** The usage record does not support user-event scripts.

### Renewing Subscriptions

You have four options for renewing a subscription:

- **Do not renew**
- **Automatically renew (or extend) an existing subscription**
- **Automatically renew creating a new subscription transaction but using the existing plan**
- **Automatically renew creating a new subscription transaction and a new plan**

You set renewal options on the Subscription page. You can manually renew a subscription by choosing Renew from the Actions menu or selecting Create New Subscription from the Renewal Method field. For automatically renewed subscriptions, you can view renewal information under the Renewal subtab on the subscription record or the subscription plan record.

On the subscription record, under the Renewal subtab, you can view renewal options, including the renewal term, the renewal method, as well as the transaction type.

For the Default Transaction Type field, you can choose the Do Not Create Sales Transaction option. If you choose this option, upon renewal, NetSuite creates a new subscription using the existing subscription plan, but it does not associate it with a sales transaction.

Subscription renewals are considered as either low-touch renewals or high-touch renewals. A low-touch renewal is one that automatically renews, or extends, when the initial subscription ends. A high-touch renewal requires more effort on the part of someone, for example a sales representative, in either contacting the customer or manually renewing a subscription.
In the screenshot, example 1 is an existing subscription from 1/1/15 to 12/31/15. On 1/1/2016 the subscription automatically renewed for another year. An example if this type of subscription might be a magazine subscription where credit card information is on file. Example 2 requires more attention. An existing one-year subscription expires on 12/31/2015, but is not set to automatically renew. A sales person needs to contact the customer to negotiate another subscription. In this example, a new subscription is created, but may have required changes to the subscription plan or a change in price. The new subscription is created with a draft status and the associated sales order is created with pending approval status.

If you want to renew a subscription before the subscription end date, you can extend the end date of the existing subscription. However, if the renewal requires a new subscription transaction, the subscription cannot be renewed until the existing subscription end-date.

Inclusion of Add-On Items in Subscription Renewals

When renewing a subscription, you have the option to edit each line before saving the draft subscription.

The following default rules apply to add-on items with the Include In Renewal Subscription option selected:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For these default renewal settings:</th>
<th>These rules apply:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method – Extend Existing Subscription</td>
<td>All add-on items are included at the same price and quantity for the extended renewal period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription Plan – Same Subscription Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Book – Keep Existing Pricing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method – Create New Subscription</td>
<td>All add-on items are included in the draft renewal subscription with the same price and quantity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription Plan – Same Subscription Plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Book – a specific price book</td>
<td>All add-on items are included in the draft renewal subscription with the same quantity. Prices are defined by the specific price book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method – Create New Subscription</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add-on items from the original subscription are not included in the draft renewal subscription.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For these default renewal settings:
Subscription Plan – a different plan from the original subscription selected

These rules apply:
Only lines defined in the renewal plan are included on the renewal subscription.

Renewing Subscription Plans

On the Subscription Plan page, you can view all renewal information by selecting the Renewal tab. Information on the renewal tab includes the renewal terms, the renewal method, the transaction type, and when to initiate the renewal process.

Applying Discounts to Subscription Lines

You can apply discounts at both the subscription plan and the subscription line levels. Discounts can be applied to both one-time and recurring subscription lines. In addition, discounts can be applied to all charge types and all pricing options. Discounts can be applied as a percentage, for example 50%, or as a flat rate, for example 50. For percentage discounts, the percentage sign is required. For flat rate discounts, do not include any notation. Also, discounts can only be created when setting up a subscription. After the subscription is activated, a discount cannot be applied. Change orders for discounting a subscription are not supported.

To add a discount to a subscription, enter the discount in the Discount field on either the subscription line record or the subscription plan line record.

For information on adding a discount to a price book, see Price Books.

You can enter a discount between 0 and 100. To enter a percentage discount, include the percent sign (%). Negative discounts and discounts above 100% are not permitted.

Applied discounts directly impact the amount of a line; therefore, there are no associated discount lines on an invoice.

Working with Proration

You can control when you want to use proration for recurring subscription lines and subscription plan lines. If proration is enabled for a line, a charge is created based on the number of days in the billing cycle.
If proration is not enabled for the start date of a line, the charge is created as if the start date of the line is the first date in the billing period. If proration is not enabled for the end date of a line, the charge is created as if the end date of the line is the last day in the billing period. By default, when a price plan is selected and the line is not recurring, Prorate Start Date is checked and Prorate End Date is checked.

To enable proration for the start date of a line, check the **Prorate Start Date** box on the Subscription Line record.

To enable proration for the end date of a line, check the **Prorate End Date** box on the Subscription Line record.

### Terminating a Subscription Line

Terminating a subscription is a line-level action. When a subscription line is terminated, it can only be edited on or before the termination date. After the termination date, only the Memo field and any custom fields are editable. After a line is terminated, the status of the line changes to Terminated the day after the termination date. For example, if you terminate a subscription at 8:00 A.M. on July 1, the termination change order does not take effect until 11:59 P.M. If there is a daily charge or prorated charge for the subscription, the customer will be charged for July 1. Any future charges are canceled. If a subscription line is terminated in error, a new subscription line must be entered. The Terminated status cannot be changed.

**To terminate a subscription line**

1. From the **Actions** menu, choose **Terminate**.
2. Enter the **Effective Date** for the termination.
3. Check the **Apply** box associated with the line you want to terminate.
4. Click **Save**.

### Sales Transactions with Subscriptions

Subscription information displays on associated sales transactions. The purpose is to show subscription information without the user having to navigate to a subscription-related record.

### Synchronizing Sales Transactions and Subscriptions

Any updates made to a subscription can be updated on the associated sales transactions. Synchronizing this information ensures the transaction reflects the correct subscription information.
and totals. Only subscriptions in the Draft status can be added to a sales transaction and synchronized. When a subscription enters the Pending Activation status, it can no longer be synchronized.

When a sales transaction needs updating, a warning message appears in the top left corner of the screen.

To synchronize a sales transaction with a subscription

1. Navigate to the sales transaction associated with the subscription that has changed.
2. In the warning message, click the Click here link to update the subscription information.
3. Click Save to save the updated sales transaction.

SuiteBilling Change Orders

Create change orders to make changes to subscriptions and subscription lines.

Change orders can move the subscription to a different status. For example, the activation change order moves the subscription from the pending activation status to the active status. There also may be times when a subscription needs to be canceled or terminated, or pricing changes need to occur.

There are general rules that apply to change orders:

- Change orders take effect on the date set using the Effective Date field.
- For rating purposes, the change occurs at the beginning of the day. The one exception is the terminate change order, which takes effect at the end of the day.
- You can create change orders in any order as long as a later change order is not invalidated.
- You can only have one change order of any given type, for example Activation, on the same date for the same subscription or subscription line.

There are currently seven different change order types:

- Activation
- Modify Pricing
- Off-Cycle Modify Pricing
- Suspend
Reactivate
Renew
Terminate

An activation change order begins the subscription life-cycle. When you create a subscription, the initial status is draft. After you set any number of lines to pending activation, the activation change order activates the subscription or subscription lines. You can set the activation date for a past or future date. When you activate dependent lines, for example usage multiplier lines, they must be activated at the same time. Charges are generated based on the activation date. Activation change orders can be deleted. If you delete an activation change order, all charges associated with the change order are deleted, and the subscription reverts to the pending activation status. The exception is if there are other change orders associated with the subscription. When there are other change orders associated with the subscription, the activation change order cannot be deleted. For information on how to activate a subscription, see Activating a Subscription.

A modify pricing change order is created when you want to modify the quantity, modify the pricing, or apply a new discount to active lines on a subscription. When a modify pricing change order is created and saved, the charges are automatically updated to reflect the change order. Modify pricing change orders can be deleted. Deleting the change order also deletes the changes to the charges that were applied as part of the change order. Modify pricing change orders can be deleted after their effective date.

The off-cycle modify pricing change order works the same as the modify pricing change order. The difference is that the off-cycle modify pricing change order prorates pricing charges mid-cycle. When creating an off-cycle pricing change order, positive and negative charges are generated by the change order. You need to process billing operations to generate the associated invoice and credit memo. You can then choose to manually apply the credit memo or apply it to a future date. For detailed information and instructions for this change order, see Off-Cycle Invoicing With Modify Pricing Change Orders.

A suspend change order temporarily suspends a subscription or subscription line until it is reactivated. A suspend change order can apply to any number of subscription lines, including one or all. If you suspend a usage line with the included usage multiplier set, you also need to suspend the associated dependent line. Any lines or a subscription with a status of suspend cannot be changed or deleted. To make any changes or delete the subscription or lines, you must create a reactivate change order, and then make any changes or deletions.

A reactivate change order is used to reactivate a suspended subscription or subscription line. The subscription or line is reactivated on the date set as the effective date on the changer order and changes the status to active.

A renew change order renews a subscription when the subscription term ends. Renew change orders cannot be deleted, but changes are permitted before the renewal start date. The renew change order lets you to create a new subscription or to extend the existing subscription. For more information on the different types of subscription renewals, see Renewing Subscriptions.

Terminate change orders terminate or end a subscription or subscription line on the effective date of the change order and at the end of the day. To terminate a subscription or line, it must have a status of active, pending activation, or suspend. After a terminate change order is saved, no other change orders are permitted on the subscription or line. After the terminate date, the change order cannot be edited or deleted. If you backdate a termination change order, it cannot be reverted.

SuiteBilling Enhancements

The SuiteBilling Enhancements SuiteApp is developed to provide additional features that you can use in conjunction with the Advanced Subscription Billing features.
In 2018.2, this SuiteApp includes a RESTlet that enables you to create usage records individually or in bulk.

Read the following topics for information about this SuiteApp:

- Installing the SuiteBilling Enhancements SuiteApp
- Creating Usage Records Using the RESTlet

Installing the SuiteBilling Enhancements SuiteApp

Before you can install the SuiteBilling Enhancements SuiteApp, make sure that the following features and preference are enabled in your NetSuite account.

- Enable the following features:
  - Billing Accounts
  - Billing Operations
  - Charge-Based Billing
  - Subscription Billing
  - Advanced Subscription Billing

  To enable these features, go to Setup > Company > Enable Features. Click the Transactions subtab, and check the boxes for the features under the Billing section. For more information about SuiteBilling and related features, see SuiteBilling.

- Enable the Consolidate Projects on Sales Transactions preference. To do this, go to Setup > Accounting > Accounting Preferences. Click the Items/Transactions subtab, and check the box for this preference under the Sales/Pricing section.

The SuiteBilling Enhancements SuiteApp is free, but the SuiteApp has to be shared with your NetSuite account before you can install it. Contact NetSuite Customer Support to request for access to this SuiteApp. When the SuiteApp is shared with your account, you can install it from the Enable Features page or from the Search & Install Bundles page.

**Note:** If the SuiteApp is not shared with your account, the Install button is not available on the SuiteApp Details or Bundle Details page of the SuiteBilling Enhancements SuiteApp.

To install the SuiteApp from the Enable Features page:

1. Go to Setup > Company > Enable Features.
2. Click the Transactions subtab.
3. Under the Billing section, click the SuiteBilling Enhancements link under Related SuiteApps.

To install the SuiteApp from the Search & Install Bundles page:

1. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles.
2. In the Keywords field, enter SuiteBilling Enhancements.
3. Click Search.
4. From the search results, click the link for the bundle with the following details:
   - Name: SuiteBilling Enhancements
   - Bundle ID: 241790
5. On the Bundle Details page, click Install.
The SuiteBilling Enhancements SuiteApp is a managed SuiteApp and is automatically updated whenever there are updates. Any fixes and enhancements will be available after the SuiteApp is updated in your production account.

For more information about installing a SuiteApp, see the help topic Installing a Bundle.

Creating Usage Records Using the RESTlet

With the Advanced Subscription Billing feature, you can create usage data records for subscription items through the user interface or by CSV import.

When the SuiteBilling Enhancements SuiteApp is installed in your account, you can also create usage data records using the RESTlet that is included in the SuiteApp. You can send a request to the usage data RESTlet using mandatory fields on the usage record and custom fields from the subscription or subscription line that are mapped to the usage record. The RESTlet supports creating usage data records individually or in bulk.

Read the following topics for more information about sending requests to the usage data RESTlet:

- Usage RESTlet Request Headers
- Usage RESTlet Supported Methods
- Usage RESTlet Error Messages

Usage RESTlet Request Headers

When you send a request, you need to include the following request headers as part of the request.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>POST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>&lt;RESTlet External URL&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-Agent-X</td>
<td>SuiteScript-Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content-Type</td>
<td>application/json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>NLAuth nlauth_account=SCOMPID, nlauth_email=USEREMAIL, nlauth_signature=USERPASSWORD, nlauth_role=3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perform the following procedure to get the value for the RESTlet external URL.

**To get the value for the RESTlet external URL:**

1. Go to Customization > Scripting > Scripts.
2. Set the filters to view only RESTlet script types.
3. Look for the sbe_rs_main (customscript_sbe_rs_main) script and click the Deployments link.
4. Click the View link for the customdeploy_sbe_rs_main deployment record.
5. Copy the URL specified in the External URL field. Use this value for the URL in the request header.

Usage RESTlet Supported Methods

The usage data RESTlet supports the following methods:
**sbCreateUsage**

Use this method to send a request to create usage records for subscription items in NetSuite.

When the RESTlet receives a request using this method, it creates a SuiteBilling operation record and runs or queues the SuiteBilling operation engine map/reduce script that will process the usage creation. Even if the usage creation process is not yet finished, the RESTlet also immediately returns the request ID in the response object. You can use the request ID to determine the status of the usage data creation request using the `sbGetUsageCreationStatus` method.

When the map/reduce script runs, it processes the SuiteBilling operation record created in the request. A SuiteBilling operation detail record is created for each usage object.

**Note:** Usage creation processing time increases when the number of usage objects in the request increases.

### Request Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Required?</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Method name of the process to execute. In this case, value must be <code>sbCreateUsage</code> to create usage records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages</td>
<td>array</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Array list of usage objects to create.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].subscriptionId</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>Required if <code>subscriptionName</code>, <code>sbLookup</code>, and <code>sbLineLookup</code> are not provided.</td>
<td>Internal ID of the subscription record that you are creating usage for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].subscriptionName</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Required if <code>subscriptionId</code>, <code>sbLookup</code>, and <code>sbLineLookup</code> are not provided.</td>
<td>Name of the subscription record that you are creating usage for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].sbLookup</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>Required if <code>subscriptionId</code>, <code>subscriptionName</code>, and <code>sbLineLookup</code> are not provided.</td>
<td>Object containing the field ID and value which will be used for subscription lookup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- <code>fieldId</code> - Field ID on the subscription record to be used for subscription lookup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- <code>value</code> - Value of the field on the subscription record to be used for subscription lookup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].line</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>Required if <code>sbLineLookup</code> is not provided.</td>
<td>Subscription line number that you want to create usage for.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SuiteBilling Enhancements

### Advanced Subscription Billing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Required?</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].sbLineLookup</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>Required if subscriptionId, subscriptionName, and sbLookup are not provided.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Object containing the field ID and value which will be used for subscription line lookup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- fieldId - Field ID on the subscription line record to be used for subscription line lookup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- value - Value of the field on the subscription line record to be used for subscription line lookup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].quantity</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Quantity of usage to be created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].date</td>
<td>date</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Date of usage to be created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Date format must follow the format specified in the account preference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].memo</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Notes that you want to include on the usage record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usages[x].customFields</td>
<td>array</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Array list of custom field objects with field ID - value pairs. The custom fields are set on the usage record.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- fieldId - Field ID on the usage record which will be set with the value provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- value - Value to be set in the custom field on the usage record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sample Request**

```json
{
  "method": "sbCreateUsage",
  "usages": [
    {
      "subscriptionId": "1",
      "line": "3",
      "quantity": "5",
      "date": "1/3/2018",
      "memo": "this is a note"
    },
    {
      "subscriptionName": "Test Sub 001 - 1/1/2018",
      "line": "1",
      "quantity": "3",
      "date": "1/4/2018"
    },
    {
      "sbLookup": {
        "fieldId": "custrecord_sb_service_id",
        "value": "1001"
      },
      "line": "4",
      "quantity": "10",
      "date": "1/4/2018"
    },
    {
      "sbLineLookup": {
        "fieldId": "custrecord_sb_line_service_id",
        "value": "1001"
      },
      "line": "5",
      "quantity": "5",
      "date": "1/4/2018"
    }
  ]
}
```
"value": "1234"
},
"quantity": "10",
"date": "1/4/2018"
},
{
"subscriptionName": "USD Free One Month Trial - 2/4/2018",
"line": "1",
"quantity": "5",
"date": "2/4/2018",
"customFields": [{
"fieldId": "custrecord_usage_source",
"value": "data"
}, {
"fieldId": "custrecord_usage_unit",
"value": "MB"
}]
}]
}

Response Properties

If the SuiteBilling operation record for the request is successfully created, the following property is returned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>requestId</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>Internal ID of the SuiteBilling operation record. You can use this value to get the status of the usage creation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample Response

```json
{
  "requestId": 101
}
```

**sbGetUsageCreationStatus**

Use this method to get the status and results of the usage creation request made using the `sbCreateUsage` method. Use the request ID returned by the `sbCreateUsage` method when you send a request using this method.

When the RESTlet receives a request using this method, it searches for the SuiteBilling operation record associated with the request ID. If an operation record is found, the method returns the usage creation status in the response object.

**Request Properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Required?</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>method</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Method name of the process to execute. In this case, value must be <code>sbGetUsageCreationStatus</code> to check the status of the usage creation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Required?</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>requestId</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Internal ID of the SuiteBilling operation record. This value is returned by the <code>sbCreateUsage</code> method used for the usage creation request.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sample Request**

```json
{
  "method": "sbGetUsageCreationStatus",
  "requestId": "1101"
}
```

### Response Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>requestId</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>Internal ID of the SuiteBilling operation record.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| status          | string    | Status of the usage creation. Value can be one of the following: 
  - Not Started
  - In Progress
  - Completed
  - Error |
| result          | object    | Result object that contains the information of successful records, failed records, and unhandled errors. |
| result.successes| array     | Array list of usage objects that are successfully created. Each object contains the index, data, and result. 
  - index - Position or index of the usage object in the usage array. 
  - data - Usage object in the usage array 
  - result - Resulting object after processing the usage object. This property holds the internal ID of the created usage record. |
| result.failures | array     | Array list of usage objects that failed. Each object contains index, data, and result. 
  - index - Position or index of the usage object in the usage array. 
  - data - Usage object in the usage array. 
  - result - Resulting object after processing the usage object. This property holds the error information that describes why a usage record is not created. |
| result.errors   | array     | Array list of error information that occurred on the different stages of the map/reduce script. These errors happened outside the scope of usage creation (that is, outside of SuiteBilling Operation Detail record creation). 
  - stage - Stage in the map/reduce script where the error occurred. 
  - key - Key property of the context object. This value is usually the unique key processed in the map/reduce stages. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>- Code or title of the error.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>message</td>
<td>- Descriptive information about the error.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample Response

The following example shows the response when the operation record for the specified request ID is successfully obtained. In this example, the status of the usage creation is completed, one record is successfully created, one record failed, and there are no unhandled errors.

```json
{
  "requestId": "1101",
  "status": "Completed",
  "result": {
    "successes": [],
    "failures": [
      {
        "index": 0,
        "data": {
          "subscription": "1",
          "line": "3",
          "quantity": "5",
          "date": "1/3/2018",
          "memo": "this is a note"
        },
        "result": {
          "usageId": 101
        }
      },
      {
        "index": 1,
        "data": {
          "subscription": "1",
          "line": "5",
          "quantity": "15",
          "date": "1/3/2018"
        },
        "result": {
          "name": "INVALID_KEY_OR_REF",
          "message": "Invalid usagesubscriptionline reference key Ems SP 001 - 1/1/2018: 5."
        }
      }
    ],
    "errors": []
  }
}
```

In the following example, the status of the usage creation is completed and there is one unhandled error.

```json
{
  "requestId": "1102",
  "status": "Completed",
  "result": {
    "successes": [],
    "failures": [],
    "errors": []
  }
}
```
Usage RESTlet Error Messages

The following table shows the error messages that you can receive from the RESTlet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Code</th>
<th>Error Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MISSING_REQUEST_DATA</td>
<td>Request data is missing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSING_REQUEST_PROPERTY</td>
<td>The {0} property is missing in the {1} object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVALID_REQUEST_METHOD</td>
<td>Request method is invalid: {0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPTY_REQUEST_OBJECT</td>
<td>The {0} object is empty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPTY_REQUEST_PROPERTY</td>
<td>The {0} property is empty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVALID_PROPERTY_FORMAT</td>
<td>The value for the {0} property has invalid format. Format must be: {1}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSCRIPTION_NOT_FOUND</td>
<td>Subscription record is not found using the {0} property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSCRIPTION_LINE_NOT_FOUND</td>
<td>Subscription Line record is not found using the {0} property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUIRED_VALUE_NOT_FOUND</td>
<td>{0} is not found in the usage object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIPLE_VALUES_NOT_MATCH</td>
<td>Multiple values of {0} do not match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIELD_DOES_NOT_EXIST</td>
<td>The field {0} does not exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQUEST_NOT_FOUND</td>
<td>Request {0} is not found using the {1} property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIPLE_RECORDS_FOUND</td>
<td>Multiple records found for {0} using the {1} property.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Monthly Recurring Revenue Report

The Monthly Recurring Revenue report, also known as the MRR report, reports on the sum of recurring lines for a specified month or range. Access the MRR report by going to Reports > Subscriptions > Monthly Recurring Revenue. By default, each line of the MRR report includes the following columns:

- Customer
- Subscription Plan
- Subscription

The default date range is the previous rolling year.

To customize the MRR report, click Report Customization.

The MRR report shows the final rating value for a give month, and it does not include prorated amounts, even if proration is enabled for a line. For example, a subscription with a quantity of 10 and a rate plan of $100 each on January 1st ($1,000) with a change order on January 25 that doubles the quantity to 20, shows a monthly recurring revenue of $2,000 for January.

Suspended subscriptions are reported the same as active subscriptions, but closed or terminated subscriptions are not reported. In addition, draft subscriptions are not currently reported.

The MRR report assumes that subscriptions will be renewed; therefore, any subscriptions that are not terminated or closed continue to report into the future.

For more information on reporting, see the help topic Reporting Overview.
Total Contract Value Report

The Total Contract Value report, also known as the TCV report, shows total bill charges for the full term of a subscription. To see charges up to the current time for a subscription, see the Billings to Date Report report. Access the TCV report by going to Reports > Subscriptions > Total Contract Value.

The TCV report does not include usage charges because usage can vary each billing period.

By default, each line of the TCV report includes the following columns:

- Customer
- Subscription Plan
- Subscription

To customize the TCV report, click Report Customization.

The data is represented as a rolling transaction total from month to month; therefore, credit memos are represented in the months in which they are created.

Future months beyond the current bill cycle show TCV based on the last billing transaction for that subscription.

For more information on reporting, see the help topic Reporting Overview.
Billings to Date Report

The Billing to Date report shows total bill charges, up to the current cycle, for a subscription. To view charges for the full subscription term, see the Total Contract Value Report report. Access the Billing to Date report by going to Reports > Subscriptions > Billings to Date.

By default, each line of the report includes the following columns:

- Customer
- Subscription Plan
- Subscription

To customize the report, click Report Customization.

The data is represented as a rolling transaction total from month to month; therefore, credit memos are represented in the months in which they are created.

Future months beyond the current bill cycle show TCV based on the last billing transaction for that subscription.

For more information on reporting, see the help topic Reporting Overview.
Churn by Customer Report

The Churn by Customer report shows how many customers are canceling or have subscriptions ending in a given month. Because churn is calculated differently by different customers, the structure of the Churn by Customer report is different from most other NetSuite reports to allow for the addition of custom fields. Access the report by going to Reports > Subscriptions > Churn by Customer.

To customize the report, click Report Customization.

For more information on reporting, see the help topic Reporting Overview.

The following table provides a list of columns and their definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers at beginning of month</td>
<td>The number of customers with active subscriptions at the beginning of the month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers at end of month</td>
<td>The number of customers at the end of the month, which is calculated by the number of customers at the beginning of the month in addition to net new customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Customers</td>
<td>Customers who activated their first new subscription at any point in the month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churned Customers</td>
<td>Customers whose subscriptions have all closed or terminated in the month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net New Customers</td>
<td>New customers minus churned customers. This can be a positive or negative number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Churn %</td>
<td>Churned customers divided by customers at the beginning of the month.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes about calculating churn and customers:

- Churn is included only in the month that the subscription ends.
- The default date selection is Last Rolling Year. This report only shows information for full months of data.
- Customers with a subscription in the first month of data collection are counted toward total customers.
- All customers in the first month of data collection are considered new customers.
- Customer Churn % is calculated as churned customers divided by new customers, then multiplied by 100 in the first month of data collection.
- Suspended subscriptions do not count toward churn.
- If the number of customers at the beginning of the month equal zero (0), the customer churn % cannot be calculated.
The Churn by Revenue report shows the reduction in monthly recurring revenue due to subscriptions being reduced in value, canceled, or ending. Access the report by going to Reports > Subscriptions > Churn by Revenue.

To customize the report, click Report Customization.

For more information on reporting, see the help topic Reporting Overview.

The following table provides a list of rows and their definitions. MRR refers to monthly recurring revenue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRR at Beginning (of Month)</td>
<td>MRR calculated on the last day of the previous month. This is the same amount reported for a prior month on the Monthly Recurring Revenue report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRR at End (of Month)</td>
<td>MRR calculated on the last day of a specific month. This is the same amount reported for a specific month in the MRR Report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New MRR</td>
<td>MRR associated with new subscriptions started in a specific month. This is equal to the sum value of all subscriptions with a start date in a specific month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion MRR</td>
<td>MRR associated with the upsell of existing subscriptions in a specific month. This is the sum value of all subscriptions that increased in value in a specific month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraction MRR</td>
<td>MRR associated with the downsell of existing subscriptions. This is the sum value of all subscriptions that decreased in value in a specific month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost MRR</td>
<td>Overall recurring revenue lost in a specific month from canceled or closed subscriptions. This is the sum value of all monthly subscriptions that were canceled or closed in a specific month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRR Churn</td>
<td>The churn in recurring revenue from cancelled subscriptions and downgraded subscriptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New New MRR</td>
<td>This is the sum of new MRR plus (+) expansion MRR minus (-) lost MRR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRR Churn (%)</td>
<td>MRR churn divided by MRR at the beginning of the month.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes about calculating churn and MRR:
• All MRR is considered new on the first month.
• Churn % cannot be calculated on the first month because all MRR is new.
• Revenue associated with suspended subscriptions does not count toward churn. Only revenue that has been lost or will be lost in the specific month contributed to MRR churn.
• If MRR at the beginning of the month equals zero (0), MRR churn cannot be calculated.